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Foreword

The Structuial AnaKsis and Mat r ix In t e ip i e l i xe S\stem (SAMIS) Computer
Program described in this report was de\ eloped by Philco Coiporahon, Western
Development Laboratories (WDL), Palo Alto, California, under contract to and
in association with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California (JPL
Contract No. 950321). Development work by WDL was supervised b\ P. R Cobb
and R J Melosh as project engineer. The support effort by JPL uas under
the supervision of R R McDonald and M E Alper with T. E Lang as project
engineer Engineering and programming support at WDL \\as provided b\
H. N. Christiansen, D. A. Diether and (Mrs ) M Brennan Conesponding suppoit
at JPL was provided by L W Schmele, S. Utku. V. C Smith, and R. E Reed

Under a contract with NASA, the University of Georgia has established a
center for the dissemination of computer programs and computei information.
This center, known as Computer Softuaie Management and Information Center
(COSMIC), is working through the NASA Technology Uti l izat ion Office in con-
junction with other NASA Centers and NASA Headquarters Thiough this joint
effort, computer programs and computer information developed b\ or for NASA
will be made available to any requester

Readers of this publication \ \ho desire furthei infoimat ion on obtaining the
SAMIS Computer Program should dnect theii inquiries to COSMIC at the
University of Georgia Inquiries should be addressed as follows

COSMIC
COMPUTER CENTER
Unne i s i ty of Geoigia
Athens, Georgia 30601
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Abstract

The Junctions and capabilities of a large capacity Structural Analysis and
Matrix Interpretive System (SAMIS) Digital Computer Program de\ eloped to
analyze frame and shell-type structures arc described. Included is a description
of each subprogram function with associated time-performance capabilities
defined, as established by program usage at a particular computer installation
Program development considerations given to modularization of the program
for functionally-diverse applications and reduction of errors m program usage
are outlined. Finally two brief sections are included on program extensions cur-
rently under development, and the participation of engmeciing personnel in
solving structural problems with the SAMIS Computer Program.
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Summary of the Functions and Capabilities of the Structural
Analysis and Matrix Interpretive

System Computer Program

I. Introduction

This report descnbes the general characteristics and
functions of the recently developed Structural Analysis
and Matrix Interpretive System (SAM IS) computer
program The program is designed to solve problems
involving matrix arithmetic, with particular emphasis on
structural applications The program can execute, either
exclusively or sequentially, two basic operations. From
input data that defines an idealization of a structure, the
program generates structural matrices for any type of
element available in the program element library This
operation is designated the generation phase The second
basic operation is termed the manipulative phase, in
which either generated or input matrices are manipulated
according to the rules of linear algebra In structural
problems, the matrix manipulations mav be sequenced
to compute displacements, stresses, reaction faces, or
mode shapes and frequencies. The ability to compute
these quantities for structural systems which are described
by a large number of simultaneous equations requires
greater than in-core data access and storage capacity
Because of tins requirement, the program was developed
as a chain s\stem as defined by specifications of the

FORTRAN II computer language operating under the
IBSYS operating s\stem Based mainly upon the con-
straint of computer running time, the SAMIS program
operates efficiently with matrices ranging from 100th to
2,500th order

The generation phase of the program is based upon
the structural concepts of the finite element method, in
particular, the stiffness or displacement method To en-
able the program to anaKzc a range of structural types
(truss, plate, shell, composite shell-beam etc) , several
elements are programmed and cataloged in the program
element library Contained in the library are the general
line element suitable for representing axial, bending, and
torsion deformations, and the triangular plate element
which models membrane and bending deformations.

A checked-out version of the SAMIS program that
contains a reasonable capability to solve structural prob-
lems is described in this report This version of the
SAMIS program is documented to aid users in gaining
an understanding of its operation Technical aspects of
the program, including definition of the algorithms used
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in the manipulative subprograms, derivation of the ele-
ment stiffness, stress, and loading matrices in the genera-
tion link, and discussion of error control in program
usage are discussed in Ref. 1. Programming aspects, L ^. „
including definition of input-output format and content, data-handling functions
description of each chain link function, definition of
subroutines within each link, and description of overall
system logic and flow, are provided in Ref. 2 The set
up and solution of typical shell and beam structural
problems are reported in Ref 3

or links, the selection and sequencing of winch are
user-conti oiled and program-activated by a Master
Intelligence link, MINTS Modularity is basically by
matrix-manipulative, structural matrix-generation, and

Follow-on development of additional links for the
SAMIS program, to be phased into the released version
of the program, is also outlined in this report These
links complement the released version of the program
to provide greater capability in structural analysis It is
planned to release these additional checked-out links
and supplemental y documentation on (approximately) a
yearly basis

The purpose of this report is to provide an overall
desciiption of the SAMIS program omitting detailed
descriptions of mathematical algorithms, computer oper-
ations, and input-output formats It is not intended for
reference in using the program For this purpose, the
program user will find Refs 1—3 of value

In the following sections, the generation phase of the
SAMIS is outlined, individual manipulative links are
described, major concepts in program development are
discussed, and the degree of participation bv technical
personnel in applying the program to engineering prob-
lems is outlined

II. General Description of Program Characteristics

The SAMIS program is a segmented or chain system
within the guidelines of FORTRAN II computer lan-
guage The program is composed of sixteen segments

Sequencing the computational steps to solve a problem
solution is accomplished by writing a set of instructions
This set of instructions is called the "pesudo instruction
program." Conceptually, pseudo instructions are quite
similar to FORTRAN instructions, the major difference
being that a pseudo instruction calls for a set of sub-
programs to perform a matrix operation rather than
defining each step of the operation. One pseudo instruc-
tion is required for each matrix operation to be per-
formed (excepting the "serial" options) For example, to
multiply two matrices, one pseudo-instruction is needed
which contains information on where the matrices are
located (either in-core or on prescribed tapes), what
operation is to be performed (multiplication, in this
instance), and where the resultant (product) matrix is to
be stored (in-core or on tape). A sample pseudo instruc-
tion for this operation is shown in Fig. 1

Interpretation of this instruction is. read into core
matrix KPR001, which is on tape 9, location 001, and
multiply it by matrix MRC001, which is in core Desig-
nate the product matrix PRR001 and store it on tape 10,
location 003

The Master Intelligence System (MINTS) controls the
execution of the pseudo instructions For the multiplica-
tion operation outlined above program flow is as follows:

(!) Upon completion of the previous pseudo instruc-
tion, the MINTS link is read into core from the
SAMIS library tape

(2) MINTS reads the next pseudo instruction (multi-
plication instruction) from the pseudo instruction

.R.OW.S
\ \ \ x

10.

\, . 1.1.0.0,2 .M.BiR.0.0.1 i . .1.1.0,0.3 \ .MiB.R.0.0 2
x \ x

N ,\ AD.D.S M.R.R.0.0.1
\ \ \ \

\ MRiR.O,Q.I
1 \
.CiOL.S x. MRiC.O.O.I

.9.0.0,1 XPiR.O.O.I .M.R.C.O.O.I M.U.L T .I.O.O.O.3 .P.RiR.O.Q.I
X x \ N

v. 1.0.0.0,3
x X x \

X..P.RRQ.O.I
\ \ x x N
,\ . .9.0,0.2

^ x x x

\.FiX.CQ.Q.I
\ x >
.C.H.O.L .D.I.C.OO I

N \ \

v. l . l .0,0,1
X X \ \
vD.I iC.O.O.I

•> \ x
I ,N.K S

\ x \ "•
.HA.L.T

Fig. 1. Sample pseudo instruction
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program tape and determines which tapes are
needed and what funct ion is to he performed

(3) MINTS positions all of the tapes involved (tape 9
at location 001. tape 10 at location 003), so that
the next location on the tape is either the start of
the input data for the operation or the designated
position for the output data

(4) MINTS then locates on the SAMIS library tape the
operation link (MULT) and brings the link into
core

(5) Control is then shifted to the operation link
(MULT), which calls for the input matrices
(KPR001, MRC001), performs the calculation
(multiplication), and locates the resultant matrix
(PRR001) in core or on tape, as specified

(6) Control is then returned to the MINTS link, and
the process is repeated \ \ i th the next pseudo
instruction

tapes rather than on one or two, since tape search time
for particular data is reduced if the number of data
groups on the tape is small In the JPL computer sys-
tem, seven tapes are available for data storage during
program execution (Fig 2) For the moderately long
problems that were run to check out the SAMIS pro-
pram (20-50 pseudo instructions), three to five tapes
\\ere used, one 01 t \ \o of which \\ere sa\ed for recovery
purposes

For a computer complex with an adequate number of
available tapes, the SAMIS program library (16 links)
should be divided into two or more tapes to reduce
search times For example, the JPL computer system has
16 tape consoles, and two tapes are available to store
the SAMIS library (Fig 2, tapes A4 and 132). Because
of the frequent use of MINTS, this link is stored alone on
one of the library tapes. At program initiation, MINTS is
read into core, and takes control of the computer to
perform functions already described

Generally, a pseudo instruction program for structural
analysis varies little from problem to problem, so that,
once an efficient program is written, it becomes a stan-
dard part of the input data for similar structural problems

It can be observed from the sample pseudo instruc-
tion that specification of data storage tapes is an integral
part of each pseudo instruction This requires greater
user knowledge in setting up a pseudo instruction pro-
gram than if tape assignments were specified internally
by the program, however, the system has greater appli-
cability through use of this scheme. By user discretion,
key data can be stored on tapes to be saved after com-
pletion of computations on the computer These data
are available for subsequent runs, thus avoiding complete
regeneration of data For example, in a structural prob-
lem, the summed stiffness matrix would be saved if any
one of the following conditions can be anticipated- a
nonrecoverable error occurring in calculations that follow
the generation phase, elements of the structure likely to
be redefined subsequent to current calculations, or addi-
tional loading states likely to be defined subsequent to
current calculations. Another advantage in assigning
tapes is that the program can be used on different com-
puter systems and is still operable, by modification of
the pseudo instructions, when one or more tape units
are removed from the system for repair.

In assigning data storage tapes in a pseudo instruction
program, it is more efficient to store data on a number of

Because of the sequential nature of the calculations
in the pseudo instruction program, it is possible to restart
calculations at any point in the pseudo program pro-
vided the data generated to this point has been saved
on tape This feature of the SAMIS is termed the "re-
covery feature" and is predicated upon the writer of
the pseudo instruction program planning, in advance,
recover)' points based upon likely locations for errors
in the calculations. To support this feature, computer
operators may be instructed to save certain tapes for
re-use the next time the program is run.

Related to recovery is the recoverable error option In
the SAMIS program, it is possible to mistakenly specify
a matrix operation assuming in-core matrix sizes, and to
find later during execution that the matrices are larger-
than-core If the pseudo instruction program does not
cover this eventuality, the run is terminated However,
if an ERRS instruction, followed by an alternate set of
pseudo instructions, is inserted in the program the run
can be continued The ERRS instruction is actually a
branching mechanism to redirect the sequence of pseudo
instructions followed by MINTS, should a primary set
of instructions fail to apply This error option can be
automated in the program by action based upon the
result of a test on matrix size, however, because of the
sacrifice in core space and the low probability that
matrices of sizes bordering on core capacity might occur
without prior user knowledge, error recovery was made
a user option
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To completely automate a structural analysis, the com-
puter program must be set up to perform two basic
functions, namely, geneiate the stiffness, stress, loading,
and mass matrices, and then peiform the manipulations
necessary to sol\e the problem Having summarized the
oveiall progiam logic of the SAM IS progiam, we now
can proceed to describe the generation and manipulative
phases in some detail

III. Functions and Capabilities of the Program
Generation Phase

The first function, the generation of equation coeffi-
cients, is performed by the computer when geometric
and materials data are input to the program From these
input data the SAM IS program will generate the
following

(1) Element stiffness and stress matrices

(2) Fixed-node forces due to temperature distribution
and gradients

(3) Equivalent giidpomt forces due to un i form pres-
sure loads

(4) Gravity loading vectors from imposed accelerations

(5) Element mass matrices for uniform!)-distributed
mass \ \ i thm each element

This generation capability is represented in the SAMIS
program by one link, given the code name BILD. Am
one or all of the element matrices listed above can be
generated in BILD for each type of element in the
program element hbrarv

In the development of the SAMIS program, the in i t ia l
objective was to analyze regular, as well as irregular, thin
plate and shell structures which may ha\e stiffening or
support beam structural attachments Therefore, effort
\\as devoted to the development of a flat, thin, triangular
plate element of arbitrary mid-plane shape and uniform
thickness If the triangular element adapted for the pro-
gram is onented arbitrarily with respect to a set of
overall coordinate axes, six variables describe the de-
flection state at each apex (three orthogonal displace-
ments and three orthogonal rotations) as shown in
Fig 3 Shown in Fig 3 are the generalized forces and
moments that correspond \ \ i th each displacement vari-
able If a number of these triangles are set in an array
in which the gridpomts lie on the neutral surface of a
shell, the polyhedral system might appear as in Fig 4.

(a) DEFLECTIONS

M,

"* (b) FORCES

Fig. 3. Gridpoint deflections and forces

Z

^-TYPICAL GRIDPOINT

Fig. 4. Triangular grid array of a spherical shell sector

Clearly, for this idealization to be accurate each tri-
angular element must represent membrane as well as
bending states of deformation The numerical results
reported in Ref 3 demonstrate this capability

The triangular plate element can represent a structure
ha \mg monotropic material properties (13 independent
constants in the constitutive equations), varying elastic
moduli \ \ i th temperature (interpolation and extrapolation
of a material properties table), and varying thickness
and/or density properties A restriction on this element
representation when the material is nomsotropic is that
the principal material axes must align with prescribed
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geometric axes unless a transformation of the constitutive
equations is made prior to introduction into the SAMIS
program

To represent stiffness of f iames and trusses the geneial
line element is urmersally applicable This element repre-
sents axial deformation, bending deformation in two
orthogonal planes, and torsional deformation It can have
arbitrarily shaped cross-sections, provided the shear cen-
ter and/or twist center are coincident with the principal
longitudinal geometric axis This element representation
optionally includes the effects of shear deflection and
rotary inertia, and idealized types of end fixity can be
treated

To extend the applicability of the triangular plate and
line elements in structural idealizations, three supple-
mental program features were incorporated in the BILD
link.

(1) Capability was provided to handle "substitute grid-
points," i e, gridpomts that do not lie on the
elastic axis or plane of the element, but connect
to the element through weightless infinitely-rigid
links The substitute gndpoint concept is applied in
idealization of layered or offset stiffened structures

(2) Program changes were effected to represent the
"gridpoint discontinuity condition," which is essen-
tial when idealizing hinge or ball-socket joints in
structures With structural joints of these types,
certain displacements are discontinuous across the
joints, and the structural stiffness matrices must be
modified to represent these conditions

(3) The line element stiffness equations were redenved
and programmed to account for planar shear
stresses acting on the edges This model is useful
in representing shear panel and spar elements in
built-up structural configurations.

These three supplemental element features, if inter-
preted as separate element representations, increase the
entries in the program element library significantly.

Several different mass matrices can be generated in
BILD, depending upon user preference: Potential-energy
mass matrices (Ref 4), modified potential-energy mass
matrices (Ref. 5), or finite-difference mass matrices (Ref. 6)
can be generated for each type of element

For structural problems in which gridpoint boundary
conditions are not likely to be varied, the boundary

conditions can be specified in the element data. This
feature results in imposition of boundary conditions
prior to obtaining the total structural stiffness matrix.
This capability was easily incorpoiated in the program
because of the particular type of coding technique used
to identify each element of a matrix Further elabora-
tion on this point is given in Section V

Equivalent gridpoint forces are computed internally
in the program for elements in the SAMIS library sub-
jected to tempeiature gradients normal to the neutral
axes, temperature distributions, uniform accelerations,
and/or pressure loads This system capability eliminates
lengthy manual calculations to define gridpoint forces due
to these types of loads However, individual equivalent
gridpoint forces may also be input, if the analyst de-
sires to augment 01 replace the structural loading

It is important to recognize that the types of struc-
tures that can be analyzed are restricted only by the
types of elements contained in the program library Pro-
vision has been made for adding elements to this library
\\ ithout serious revamping of the subroutines involved.
For example, the input and output data formats are
sufficiently general to accommodate a wide variety of
possible element data The elements and functions of
the generation link of the SAMIS are summarized in
Fig 5

Execution time of the BILD link has been assessed
for certain problems solved on the JPL computer Result-
ing times as a function of the member of elements for
which structural matrices were generated are plotted in

GENERATION LINK
8ILD

LOAD VECTORS
GENERATED

GRAVITY

- TEMPERATURE

- PRESSURE

MATRICES
GENERATED

-

ELEMENT
STIFFNESS

ELEMENT
STRESS

ELEMENT
MASS

Fig. 5. Generation phase functions and elements
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Fig. 6 The time to generate the stiffness, stress and
loading matrices for a single triangular plate element
(FACET) is approximately 1 6 sec One data point for
the beam element is shown in Fig. 6 (point B). Based
only upon this point the time per element for genera-
tion of the beam stiffness matnx is 033 sec The general
linearity of the various data points for the FACET
element indicates the apparent accuracy of the data

IV. Functions and Capabilities of the Program
Manipulation Phase

The second basic function of the SAMIS program is
the algebraic manipulation of generated or input matrices
to determine the unknowns of a problem The manipu-
lative phase is currently made up of 15 links Five of
the links perform standard matrix algebra, namely multi-
plication, addition and subtraction,, transposition, tri-
angular decomposition, and row-column scaling. Three
others perform functions on simultaneous algebraic equa-
tions and finding the roots and vectors of the matrix

The seven remaining links of the manipulative set are
special-purpose programs for input and output of data,
and for carrying out manipulations particular to the data
format used in the SAMIS. The 15 manipulative links
are listed in Fig 7 together with information on segment
identification and data-size restrictions. The links having
"serial option" blocks are set up to perform multiple
operations in the function represented by the parent
block. For example, serial multiplication is a link option
that allows sequential multiplication of matrices without
writing separate instructions for each step

The capabilities of the manipulative links of the
SAMIS are probably of more general interest than those
of the generation phase because the manipulative func-
tion is not restricted to structural problems Some indi-

cation of l ink manipulative capabilities is given in Fig. 7
by the labeling of the links as including in-core or larger-
than-core operation capabilities Howevei. additional in-
formation is given below for the basic manipulative
links including ccitam restrictions and applications It
should be noted that, as indicated in Fig 2, 20.000 \\orcls
of storage are available in-core for general computa-
tional usage on a computer with a 32K core memory
Hence, the Older of the largest square matrix having
all nonzero element values that can be placed in core
is \/20,000 = 141 In structural problems, this size is
rather small, ho\ve\er. two conditions temper this size
restriction First, most structural matrices are sparse, and
a matrix coding technique is used in SAMIS to take
advantage of this condition and to increase the capability
of in-core computation Additional comments on this cod-
ing technique are given in Section V. The information
given below for each manipulative link assumes the
matrices are coded unless otherwise stated

The data points shown in the performance plots in
the remainder of Section IV were taken from output
listings of actual computer runs. Reported are data in
the onl) form that could be derived from the program
printouts In interpreting the data, the most significant
unknowns in most cases are the orders of the matrices
What is reported is the number of blocks required to store
each matrix Only if the average bandwidth of a matrix
is known, can correlation between the number of blocks
of data and the matrix order be established. One block of
data contains 60 element values and 60 codes Thus 60
times the number of blocks is approximately the number
of elements This number, divided by the average band-
width, is then a representation of matrix order. However,
this calculation can fail if a large number of zero elements
lie between the diagonal and the last nonzero off-diagonal
of each row, since, by the element coding technique
employed, zero-valued elements are omitted.

The link running times also include the time required
in MINTS to position tapes for link operation. For a given
operation with identical matrices, the tape positioning
time may be variable, depending upon the tape assign-
ments the user selects for the pseudo instruction. In
current program usage, a "worst possible ease" in mis-
management of tapes would occur if a matrix were to be
stored on a. tape that already had on it a number of, say,
element stiffness matrices. Optimum tape usage is attained
when the output matrix is placed sequentially on one of
the tapes from which input data was supplied In general
it is good practice to spread matrix data onto several tapes
rather than develop a long list on a single tape.
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MANIPULATIVE LINKS
OF THE SAMIS

MATRIX
ALGEBRA

—
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Fig. 7. Manipulative links of the SAMIS program
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A. Multiplication Link (MULT)

This l ink multiplies two matrices together One of the
two must fit in core. Because the multiplication is per-
formed by code matching, neither matrix need be square
or identically coded with the other If none of the row or
column codes match, then the product is a null matrix. A
simple example of the multiplication process is shown in

The MULT link can also multiply together preceded
matrices'; houever, the matrices must both fit in core
simultaneously. Another option of this link is serial multi-

'Prccoclecl matrices arc of necessity rectangular arrays having zero-
elements to complete the dimensional array Contranly, coded
matrices usually contain no zero elements either in a l ist ing or
when manipulated in the computer

plication, in which up to 999 matrices (arbitrary, l imi t )
ma\ be multiplied together by a simple pseudo instruction

Of the se\en most-used manipulative links of the
SAMIS, the MULT link has the poorest performance
characteristics. This is clue to the necessit\ to re-sort the
product matrix at completion of element multiplication
If both the multiplicand and multiplier matrices fit in
core, the speed of multiplication is faster than if only one
fits in core Performance plots are gu en for the cases when
both input matrices fit in core (Fig 9) and \\hen only one
matrix fits in core (Fig 10) The switch from in-core
multiplication to larger-than-eoie multiplication occurs
ulien the sum of the blocks of the input matrices
(designated [A] and [B]) exceeds 166

The results presented in Figs 9 and 10 indicate that,
\ \hcn two matrices of vastly different sizes are multiplied
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together, faster execution times are realized if the [B]
matrix is the larger matrix. Based upon the single point
evidence in Fig 10, if the t\\ o input matrices have
approximately the same number of elements, the multipli-
cation operation is slouer than if the matrices are dis-
similar in numbers of elements, with the total number of
elements constant for the t\vo cases

The data shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are for coded matrices.

B. Addition and Subtraction Link (ADDS, SUBS)

This link provides capability to add or subtract coded
matrices in which neither matrix need fit in core The ma-
trices need not be square nor must codes of the two matri-
ces necessarily match Serial addition and subtraction are
arbitrarily limited to 999 matrices as in multiplication

The element summing process used in this link is
termed "wavefront summation." Basically, the process
is: read into core as much of one matrix as possible
(leaving some buffer), transfer to core a single block of
the second matrix, combine elements by code matching.
If core becomes full, one block of data with lower codes
is moved to auxiliary tape as a new block is moved into
coie. It is assumed that the spacing between the code
values of the elements leaving core is greater than any of
the codes of the elements of the block entering core.
Should this not be the case an internal recovery pro-
cedure is followed to complete the summation. In most
problems, the spread of codes is less than the computer
limit of approximately 150, and the summation process is
performed without recovery.

Performance plots for both ADDS and serial ADDS
are given in Figs. 11 and 12 It should be noted that these
results apply also to subtraction of matrices. Based upon
the results for serial ADDS, the tune required for opera-
tion of this option is very sensitive to matrix size, as
would be expected.
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C. Transposition and Listing Links (FLIP, ROWS, COLS)

Virtually any size matrix can be transposed by these
links because the operation involves only interchanging
the row and column codes of each element and relisting
the array In a single pseudo instruction only one matrix
can be transposed, however, a serial transposition option
is not provided because the transposition is generally per-
formed after summary or forming products of matrices.

Many data points were obtained to define the per-
formance of FLIP. For this reason a solid boundary line
is shown in Fig 13 rather than a number of data points.
This boundary line is an upper limit on the time to trans-
pose a matrix A large number of program runs had a
transposition time well below this boundary, and no runs
had times above this line.

As with FLIP, a large number of data points were
obtained for ROWS and COLS. The performance bound-
ary line for ROWS and COLS is shown in Fig. 13, since
all three links involve code interpretation. The boundary
line for ROWS and COLS is an upper limit also, with
many data points below the line and none above. For
all three links, the location of data points relative to the
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boundary line was apparently matrix size-dependent,
how ever, no consistent trends were observed

directly. Once the inverse of [0\[/] is found, the inverse
of [M] is determined by multiplication, that is,

D. Tri-Matrix Multiplication Link (WASH)

One function of this link is to partition (with attendant
element scaling, if required) a matrix, say [M], by row
and column. This is accomplished by forming a matrix
triple product [T] '[M][T], where the matrix [T] is diag-
onal and has either zero or nonzero (unit, if no scaling
required) valued diagonal elements. The parent matrix
[M] need not fit in core, and, it need not be symmetric
or square.

Additional functions have been incorporated in this
subprogram to allow numerical scaling or extracting of
elements of [M] This operation is performed by element
code matching between [M] and a control matrix

Recorded times for WASH are shown in Fig. 14 for
various sized matrices. No record was kept of the WASH
link option used in the runs providing the data points.
The results indicate that the time used by WASH is
related roughly to the degree of reduction of the parent
matrix.
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E. Choleski Decomposition and Inversion Link (CHIN)

The purpose of this link is to define a matrix which,
when multiplied by its transpose, equals the original
matrix. The particular form of these matrices is: one
matrix has nonzero diagonal and upper off-diagonal
elements, and the second is the transpose of the first.
That is,

[0\l/]T [0\17] = [M]

where [0\l/] is the upper triangular matrix, and [0\l/]T

is the lower triangular matrix. The advantage in finding
the matrix [0\U] in triangular form is that it can be
inverted very simply compared to inverting matrix [M]

[0\C/]-'[0\l/]-'T=[M]-'

where [0\U]-' is the inverse of [0\t/].

This link is limited to symmetric, positive definite,
square matrices. Because of the symmetry condition, only
the diagonal and upper off-diagonal elements of [M]
must fit in the core of the computer in variable band
form.-' Thus, matrices whose complete array is larger
than core can be manipulated; however, there is a definite
upper limit on matrix size based upon the number of
elements in the upper triangular and diagonal regions.
For example, the matrix of largest order that can be
manipulated by this link is 6,666, in which only the diag-
onal elements are nonzero. Any matrix having nonzero
off-diagonal elements must be of lesser order than 6,666
to fit in coie. This particular limit arises because the
CHIN subprogram requires, within the 20,000-word data
region, space for the input matrix plus one column for
specification of bandwidth and one column for carrying
out matrix decomposition. This means that, for a diagonal
matrix, the 20,000-word region is divided into three equal
sub-regions of 6,666 words each.

The CHIN segment is executed relatively rapidly. This
is due partly to the limitations on matrix size and to the
method of programming the algorithm. A limited, but
truly representative, number of performance data points
have been obtained from runs using CHIN. These data
are shown in Fig. 15.

^Assuming .symmetric matrices, the half-bandwidth of a row is merely
the number of locations between the diagonal element and the
List nonzero off-diagonal element In general, the row-bandwidth
values should be made minimal to reduce calculations and provide
for handling of larger-order matrices (Section V).
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A typical application of the decomposition function is
in solving the dynamic matrix equation The fundamental
form of the equation is

of simultaneous equations The basic operation is as fol-
lows. given a matrix equation with {8} the unknowns

= [ K ] { S }

where, in general, the matrices [M] and [K] are square
and symmetric By means of the CHIN link we can
decompose the mass matrix to obtain

where

[0\I7]r[0\f/] =

We now define a new deflection vector {81} related to
the original vector by

or

the CHOL link calculates the solution as

where the soultion
tion procedure

{P} is found by the decomposi-

Limitations on the calculation are that the [K] matrix
must be square, positive definite, and symmetric. Because
of the symmetry condition, only the diagonal and upper
off-diagonal elements are read into core (in variable band-
width form), consequently the total [K] matrix can be
larger than core.

The subprogram CHOL is a relatively fast link of the
SAMIS. Performance data points obtained to date are
shown in Fig 16, wherein the largest order set of simul-
taneous equations solved and reported is 476. The time
required to solve this set uas approximately 4 2 min.

Substituting for {8}, {8'} modifies the dynamic matrix to

Premultiplying this equation by [0\(7][K]~', we obtain

.r [0\ 17] [K]-'[0\l/r {«*} = [/] {8'}

where [/] is the unity matrix. The advantage in decom-
posing the mass matrix in the above example is that the
matrix triple product [0\C/]r [K]-1 [0\[7] is a matrix
that is symmetric, provided [K] is symmetric. Insuring a
final symmetric matrix allows subsequent use of efficient
mathematical techniques for finding the roots and vectors
in solving the problem The alternative to the above
approach is to form the matrix product [K]~' [M] which
is not symmetric.

F. Simultaneous Equation Solution Links (CHOL, ITER)

The CHOL link uses the Choleski triangular decom-
position technique incorporated in CHIN to solve a set
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Fig. 16. Performance of CHOL link

The ITER link also solves the equation [K] {8} = {P}
but uses the accelerated Seidel Iteration Method. Limita-
tions on this method are that [K] must be square, positive
definite, and have nonzero diagonal elements. However,
the matrix [K] need not fit in core nor be symmetric.
Although the ITER subprogram is capable of solving a
more general class of equations than CHOL, the computa-
tional time for ITER is generally significantly greater than
that for CHOL. At the writing of this report no data
points on the performance of ITER were available.
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Basing the capacity of CHOL or 1TER on the size of
[K] does not express the true limitation of the SAM IS
system This can be demonstrated very easily. Assume
that the storage required for the diagonal and upper off-
diagonal elements of [K] exceeds core A procedure called
partitioning can be used effectively to allow use of the
CHOL link in preference to ITER. The original matrix
equation to be solved is

Assume this equation is partitioned into t\\o equal parts
as follows:

K,,

This arrangement is actually an array of two matrix equa-
tions, namely:

input of the matrix [R], where [R] is defined by

Solving the second equation for {Sj} yields

{8,} = [K2_.]-' {P_.} -[«•-•=]-' [K.-.1 {8,}

Substituting into the first equation gives

Referring back to the derivation of the dynamic equation
outlined in the CHIN description, it may be concluded
that

= [0\t/][K]- '[0\U]'

and

The algorithm used in this link is Jacobfs Method in
which requirements on the input matrix [R] are that it
be square, symmetric, and of order 130 or less.

Since the ROOT link requires the input matrix to be
preceded, that is, a solid square array of numbers, and
since the characteristics of the algorithm for finding the
roots are vectors is well defined, the performance of
ROOT is functionally predictable Basically the time re-
quired to determine the roots and vectors of a matrix
of order N is proportioned to A". The proximity to which
this functional relation applies is clearly indicated by
the performance data presented in Fig. 17. As shown
in Fig 17 the largest matrix manipulated in ROOT was
of order 128, and the time used was approximately 24 mm

= {P, } - [K 1 J ] [K J J ] - {P J }

or

In this equation [K] is of the same order as [K,,] and
[K.,j] which are one-half the order of the original ma-
trix [K]. Thus, CHOL can be used to determine [K,,Y\
then to solve the final equation for {S,} by inverting [K].

It is apparent that by this method of partitioning,
matrix equations that exceed core storage capacity can
be solved; however, several matrix manipulations must be
performed in place of one.

G. Eigenvector and Eigenvalue Link (ROOT)

The function of this link is to determine the charac-
teristic roots (A) and associated eigenvectors {8} from
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Fig. 17. Performance of ROOT link

H. Overall Program Performance in Solving
Structural Problems

Two test problems of significant size were solved in
checkout of the SAMIS program. One problem was to
determine the mode shapes and frequencies of an un-
constrained, shallow, spherical shell The second problem
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was the determination of the deflections and stresses of
the same shallow shell, with its outer edge clamped and
the shell being subjected to a uniform pressure loading
and a temperature induced loading. Complete results
of these problems are reported in Ref. 3.

In the setup of the problem to evaluate the low-
frequency fle.xural modes of the unconstrained shallow
shell, only one-quarter of the shell was analyzed because
of the symmetry of the mode shapes This sector was
idealized by 54 triangular elements (following the sur-
face contour of the shell) having 38 discrete gndpomts
(see Fig. 18), resulting initially in a stiffness matrix of
order 324. The time required to generate the stiffness
and mass matrices and superimpose them to obtain over-
all stiffness and mass matrices was approximately 3 5 min.
Since the shell was not sufficiently constrained, it could
move as a rigid body, and to remove this singularity
from the matrices necessitated a transformation The
transformation required eight pseudo instructions and
used 6.67 mm to complete. Had the shell been restrained
sufficiently so that rigid body motion was not possible, as
is the case in most problems, then these eight operations
would not have been needed Formulation of the dynamic
matrix by decomposition of the mass matrix and inver-
sion of the stiffness matrix involved five pseudo instru-
tions and 12 mm of computer time. Of this time 5 min

GRIDPOINT NO./-ELEMENT NO.

were used to form the product [K]~ l[0\(7] r as defined
in Section IV-E, above. In forming this product, the
stiffness matrix was a solid square array (caused by
transformation to eliminate rigid body mode) of order 185,
and the matrix [0\C/]7 was of order 86 and a solid
upper triangular array Next, the solution for the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the final dynamic matrix,
which was of order 86. required 55 min. Finally, the
eigenvectors were transformed back to the original dis-
placement set by four pseudo instructions requiring
3 67 min. The total tune for the computer run was
approximately 33 min If the boundary conditions of the
problem could have been treated in BILD (as is usually
the case), the running time to solve the problem would
have been on the order of 22 mm

The second problem of determining the deflections
and stresses in the shell, loaded as shown in Fig 19,
has symmetry about the axis of revolution of the shell
(uniform shell) as a condition. The intention in formu-
lating this problem was to require manipulation of
matrices larger than core but to avoid the exercise of
partitioning to invert the final stiffness matrix Therefore
a 20 deg sector of the shell was selected and idealized
by the triangular array shown in Fig 20 This array has
70 gndpoints, so the initial matrix order is 420. Genera-
tion of the 108 stiffness matrices and 108 corresponding
pressure and temperature loading vectors required 3 0
mm Superposition of these to form the complete struc-
tural stiffness matrix and loading vectors took 4 2 min
to complete. Because the problem was referenced to
Cartesian coordinates, the boundary conditions along
one of the meridmal edges (0 ~ 20 deg) were not of
the type u, =0 or nt ^ 0 (generalized gndpoint dis-
placement), rather, there was a relation between the
displacement components Imposition of these boundary
conditions required nine pse-udo instructions and 14 min

0 075 in
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1086

Fig. 18. Triangular grid array for quarter
shallow shell

(a )PRESSURE (b) THERMAL

Fig. 19. Pressure and thermal loading
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Fig. 20. Triangular array of 20-deg shell sector

of computer running time. The result of this set of
operations was to reduce the order of the stiffness matrix
from 420 to 307. The final matrix used 170 data blocks
to store which is just 4 blocks larger than core capacity.
Since CHOL operates only with the diagonal and upper
off-diagonal triangular part of the matrix, CHOL could
be used to solve the set of simultaneous equations with-
out partitioning. This operation was completed in 12
min. Note that there were only two columns (pressure
and temperature loading vectors) in the matrix P (Sec-
tion IV-F, above). The shell reaction forces were com-
puted in 10 sec and the 108 individual member stress
resultants in 40 sec. Complete running time for the prob-
lem was 26 min. Had it been possible to impose the
boundary conditions in BILD, the running time would
have been approximately 12 min

The links described in this section are the basic-
manipulative functions of the SAMIS piogram. All are
limited to calculations with linear equations, and all in-
volve only real algebra The algorithms used in each sub-
program are considered efficient for applications on a
digital computer, and each is documented completely.
It is worth noting that, although these links have cer-
tain limitations and restrictions, by judicious use of
symmetry conditions, partitioning techniques, structural
idealization tradeoffs, etc., these constraints can be cir-
cumvented in many problems to obtain accurate solutions.

V. Review of Objectives in Program Development

A. Techniques of Achieving a Balanced Program

The word balanced is used here to imply development
of a computer program that possesses an equal level of
performance in areas of. complexity of the problems to
be solved, time expended in computations and data
handling, and accuracy achieved in the results. In a
contractual sense, expressing this condition by explicit
constraints is difficult to do except by devising guide-
lines to prevent excessive effort in one area with a con-
sequent disregard for other major problem areas. It is
felt that this balance of operations, so difficult to assess
except by observation of the final product, has been
achieved in the SAMIS program and is a definite credit to
Philco Corporation VVDL, the developers of the program.

In initial definition of program development objectives,
to decide upon the level of problem complexity was not
difficult because of several natural limits. First, the tri-
angular element, with six variables per gridpoint (as
compared to two for a planar rod element), entails use
of a large number of variables for any significant prob-
lem Therefore, it was established that the program would
be designed to solve, efficiently, structural problems in
which the stiffness matrices varied from 100th to 2,500th
order For matrices smaller than 100th order, the calcula-
tions are performed easily in-core, and many structural
analysis systems are available. For matrices larger than
2,500th order, the capacity of present computer systems-
is probably exceeded, in that the time required for prob-
lem solution becomes excessive, and accumulating errors
are likely to destroy all accuracy Hence, the SAMIS pro-
gram is designed to handle matrix problems that are inter-
mediate in size.

With these constraints on size, core capacity may be
exceeded in a single calculation, hence link logic must
be formulated for in-core as well as larger-than-core
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calculations When core is filled, the only way to account
for remaining data is to use auxiliary storage It is well
known that, \vhen auxiliary magnetic tape storage is
coupled with in-core calculations, the computational time
increases significantly because of tape search and read
times However, when the development began, there was
no alternative to this storage option and the time for
operations were minimized within this constraint.

In the SAMIS program, time minimizing is achieved
by performing tape search and rewinding operations on
as much of a non-interference basis as possible, consistent
with computer operation Every advantage has been
taken of existing computer capabilities to minimize tape
sequencing, however, this still remains a major contri-
bution to total computational time Within the limitations
of the existing JPL computer system, the tape problem
could be alleviated by writing an independent computer
monitor system, specifically adapted to the SAMIS pro-
gram However, this approach is not compatible with
job-sequencing practices at most computing centers.

Fortunately the developers of computer hardware
recognize that this tape-core flow problem is a majoi
limitation on computer performance Consequently, they
have introduced several new components and a new
monitor system to increase storage capacity and decrease
data access time Disk filing reduces data access time
and increases storage capacity, and the FORTRAN IV
monitor system allows for tape reading and writing while
calculations are performed in-core (buffering) These im-
provements are not yet used in the SAMIS program but
when they are incorporated, operation and computation
times will be reduced significantly. In planning for the
eventual conversion of the SAMIS to new monitor sys-
tems, the developers have used the FORTRAN language
(rather than machine language) in approximately 98% of
the SAMIS program This strong emphasis on FORTRAN
is justified not only by the increased simplicity of adapt-
ing the program to different monitor systems, but also
by the ease of interpretation of subprogram functions by
a user not completely familiar with the program

In addition to flow problems from link to link, and
between core and tape, consideration was given to min-
imization of the quantity of data required. Stiffness
matrices, coordinate transformation matrices, and mass
matrices are by nature sparse matrices, having consider-
ably more zero-valued off-diagonal elements than nonzero
values. Therefore, it is efficient both in core utilization
and in input data preparation to ignore the zero-valued
elements. Ignoring zero-valued elements cannot be easily

implemented when using index incrementing techniques
which operate with complete matrix arrays. However, it
can be accomplished by assigning to each nonzero ele-
ment a separate code that identifies the element by row
and column. By this technique, two words are needed
for each matrix element (code and value). Since, however,
the matrices are sparse, the result is a net reduction in
core storage used per matrix (Fig. 21) Matrix algebra
is basically carried out by "code matching," so that over-
all dimensional compatibility of matrices is not required.
For example, in matrix addition, elements of each matrix
having matching codes are added, while the remaining
elements with nonmatching codes are relisted in the
summed matrix (Fig. 22). Although this coding technique
may seem to require considerable bookkeeping effort,
the codes can be made up of identifying numbers that
correspond to deflections or forces at gndpomts of the
structure, so that code interpretation is apparent In
matrix problems not associated with structures, a rational
coding system must be defined for easy identification,
this, however, is not a difficult task

The quantity of input data can be reduced by defining
several optional coordinate systems that the user may
select. For example, in a plate problem, coordinate axes
with two axes in the plane of the plate reduce the
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geometry input data by one-thud, because only two
coordinate values, instead of three, are needed to define
the location of a gridpoint This advantage does not
exist, however, when analyzing doubly-curved shells

Computer operation tune may be reduced also by
minimizing the number of times a given amount of data
is handled In attempting to reduce data handling time,
it became evident that mathematical, rather than struc-
tural, partitioning was more efficient Structural parti-
tioning involves grouping data by rou and column, each
group representing a segment of the structure In struc-
tural partitioning, the operations are reflected in the
pseudo instruction program, which becomes very large
When this happens tape-search time becomes a significant
factor in reducing program efficiency

Mathematical partitioning is accomplished by data han-
dling techniques incorporated in each link This technique
evolved from the condition that the links manipulate
matrices that either fit in-core or are larger-than-core
This technique involves partitioning of groups of data
by row only and is considered mathematical because no
structural interpretation can be given Since this opera-
tion is internal to the program, the user is unaware of
the partitioning and is not burdened with data identifica-
tion problems.

In considering program accuracy, it must be recognized
that insuring accuracy over a wide spectrum of problem
types and sizes is a difficult task This fact was recognized
at the onset of development of the SAMIS program, and
considerable effort went into determining the possible
errors that could occur and rational means of reducing
them. A complete description of the work done on error
recognition and reduction can be found in Ref 1, hence,
only a brief summary is included in this report Five
categories of errors are defined in Ref. 1, and each type
is described briefly in following paragraphs

One major source of error is human error in preparing
input data, or input error. In preparing data for complex
problems, there is considerable input of a repetitious
nature, which is a situation conducive to error Fortu-
nately, this type of error can be virtually eliminated by
use of an input data diagnostic link. The function of
this link is to check element data format, input matrix
size and format, pseudo instruction format and tape
assignments, and overall compatibility between these
packages. A link to perform this function is being devel-
oped for the SAMIS, and is designated the CHEX link
A description of this program is given in Section VII

A quite different effort \\as devoted to reduction of
error in structural representation The stiffness method,
when applied to analysis of shell-type structures, is an
approximate method, in that the triangular element repre-
senting the local structure is not an exact representation.
In the case of the flat-plate-triangular-element used in the
SAMIS program, establishing continuity of deformations
between elements requires the use of linear displacement
functions that do not allow exact representation of the
bending mechanism Also, internal forces in the structure
are determined (lumped) only at the gndpomts of each
triangle, the exact distribution of forces within the element
is not known, and an averaging technique must be used to
define stresses Other factors that influence this approxi-
mation are force equilibrium, stress continuity, and field
compatibility. This kind of error, namely, that the triangu-
lar element is not exact in representing local structure, is
termed disci etization eiror.

The method of reducing discretization error in the
SAMIS program centered on deriving an adequate tri-
angular element representation. The scope of this task was
not fu l l y recognized at the start of development, and three
distinct element representations were generated before
an acceptable model was determined A further com-
plication was that any element representation could not
be evaluated unti l the generation package and most of
the data manipulative links were functional and checked
out The triangular element representation currently used
in the SAMIS program is derived in Ref. 1 as well as in
Ref 7

The only way of reducing discretization error is to
derive a better element representation than the one used
Thus, reduction of this error is contingent upon theoreti-
cal developments in the field of the finite element method.
In anticipation of likely theoretical developments in finite
element representations, e.g, Ref 8, the format of the
generation link has been set up so that element changes
and modifications can readily be incorporated.

A third category of error, termed idealization error,
is related to the manner in which the actual structure is
idealized by the finite element array In general, to
minimize this error, the finite element breakdown should
be coarser in regions where variables (deflections, curva-
tures, forces) change slowly and finer in regions where
variables change rapidly Orientation of triangles at
boundaries with respect to material and stress axes and
in regions of concentrated loads is another factor for
consideration in defining the triangular array. It is appar-
ent that much of the control of this error is a function
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of the initial problem setup, which is dependent upon
the knowledge and experience of the user. A potential
user might argue that as the grid size is reduced the
representation approaches an exact one, and accurate
answers are assured (Fig. 23) However, there are two
conditional factors in this argument. First, if the grid
size is reduced, the amount of input data increases, and
the size of matrices that must be manipulated increase
possibly to such an extent that the calculations exceed
current computer capability. Second, when the matrices
become large, the number of manipulations increases,
and an error develops that is inherent in any repetitious
calculation, namely, round-off error This error is called
the manipulative error and is the fourth type reported
in Ref. 1.

The manipulative error is basically a function of the
conditioning of the matrices being manipulated, the
mathematical procedures used in each link, and the
accuracy limits set on the computer. In the SAMIS pro-
gram, due to operating time constraints, the accuracy
limits have been established at eight places—what is
termed "single precision" accuracy of the computer The
mathematical procedures used in the various links of the
SAMIS are based upon mathematical algorithms that
are known to be efficient in computer applications. With
regard to matrix conditioning in structures problems, con-
ditioning is normally good because of high attenuation
in structural coupling. This effect results in matrices that
are "near diagonal," that is, only the off-diagonal elements
near the main diagonal are nonzero, and are numerically
less than their respective diagonal element values. Since
the question of matrix conditioning depends upon the par-
ticular characteristics of individual matrices, it is difficult
to establish methods of correction when ill-conditioning
is encountered. In many cases, ill-conditioning is due to
the element breakdown selected to represent the struc-
ture. A corrective measure is to reidealize the structure
rather than consider changing any of the manipulative
operations.

(a) COARSE GRID (b) FINE GRID

Fig. 23. Structural idealization

The fifth error classification is called interpretation
eiror and is associated with the problem of interpreting
the output or results of computations Visualize, for a
moment, preparing a large amount of input data for an
extremely complicated problem, feeding this data into
the computer, and, half an hour later, obtaining some
answers The question is—how good are these answers?
If approximate or estimated answers are not known from
another source, then this question is not easy to answer.
However, there are at least four controls that may be
applied to intequretation of the results First, the past
experience of the program user may be helpful in estab-
lishing an "intuitive feel" for the range of answers ex-
pected. Second, equilibrium or orthogonality checks may
be run to establish the validity of the results This can
be done readily by simply altering the pseudo instruction
program. Third, the problem can be rerun with a finer or
coarser element (triangular) grid to check convergence of
the solution, with the possibility of extrapolating the limit-
ing answer if several solutions are obtained Fourth, if
an energy approach is used to define the mathematical
model of the finite element, then in some cases potential
and complementary energy approaches can be taken, in
which the answers obtained by the two approaches
bracket the correct answer for the idealized structure.
This procedure is called "the bounding technique" in
finite element applications, and its use is predicated upon
a rational energy approach being used to derive the
mathematical model of a structural element. The bound-
ing technique has been applied successfully to simple
problems (Ref. 9), but remains a basic developmental
task for complex elements such as the triangular element.
At present, in the SAMIS program, the first, second, and
third control measures can be used to interpret results.
The fourth control measure, the bounding technique, is
being considered for a followon effort after more in-
formation and experience is gained in using the pro-
gram in the earlier phases of work

B. Methods of Achieving Program Versatility

Reference has already been made to the modular or
chain approach being coupled with the pseudo instruc-
tion program to form the basis for a flexible computer
program The ability to solve a wide spectrum of prob-
lems is reflected in this form of flexibility One extreme
in program applicability is that a "black box" approach
can be taken if the user is repeatedly solving a particular
type of problem. The setup for a program of this type
involves first establishing an efficient sequence of pseudo
instructions Some error instructions, as well as planned
recovery points, need to be included to allow for size
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variations in input data and recovery from computer
terminating errors Once the program is set up and
checked out, the user is merely instructed on input-output
\vriteup and interpretation and on recovery procedures.
With this approach, the user need not know matrix
algebra even though matrices may be required input.
In the SAMIS program, because the matrix coding system
is related to the structural idealization, the input matrices
have the appearance of tabulated data, and interpreta-
tion is possible without explicit use of the word "matrix."
The output data is also printed in tabular form, and an
understanding of the meaning of the codes that accom-
pany each element value is sufficient for interpretation.

The other extreme in program usage is in the solution
of the general matrix problem. Applicability of the SAMIS
program to solve general problems is contingent upon the
functions performed by the manipulative links. Hence,
the user must be familiar \\ith matrix algebra and the
options, capabilities, and limitations of the SAMIS links.
By means of this approach, problems in any discipline may
be solved using the SAMIS program, provided the solu-
tions can be effected using matrix algebra

In addition to versatility in general matrix-manipulative
applications, the user will find the SAMIS program versa-
tile in structural applications within the limitation of the
elements in the program. Some of the options available
to the structural analyst are the following:

(1) Selection of elastic axes when working with non-
isotropic materials.

(2) Use of any of several mass matrix representations
for each element.

(3) Ability to impose boundary conditions either in the
program generation link, BILD, or by pre- and
post-matrix multiplication.

(4) Specification of local coordinates for elements
along which stress resultants are determined.

(5) Idealization of shell stiffness by either co-planar or
"off-set" line elements.

(6) Selection of coordinates along which deflections
are referenced

(7) Use of program-generated loading vectors for pres-
sure and temperature induced loads.

(8) Complete freedom to "mix" element types in ideali-
zation of composite structures.

(9) Ability to interpolate and/or extrapolate material
physical parameters as a function of material
temperature.

(10) Ability to represent displacement and force dis-
continuities at structural joints.

The ease of incorporating extensions and modifications
into the SAMIS program is also an important form of sys-
tem flexibility There are two areas where this form of
flexibility is needed First, the modular format of the
program library allows for addition of new links by merely
identifying the program in the master intelligence system
for pseudo instruction interpretation and assigning a chain
number to the subprogram for locating it on the library
tape The other area where expansion is likely is in the
generation subprogram library of stiffness elements
Expansion problems in this area center on changes in the
input data However, the input data format of the SAMIS
program has been planned and set up so that any type
of element, including the three-dimensional solid, can be
put in the library without format changes.

C. Methods of Insuring Program Reliability

The type of reliability of concern here is that associated
with the functioning of the entire program. Since a com-
puter program is merely a set of instructions that the
computer is slaved to follow, once all of the logic and flow
options in the instructions have been tested and proven
to be correct, reliability is assured in the sense that a sub-
mitted problem will be properly executed. The only
variants are the validity of the input data and the mal-
functioning of the computer itself.

For large programs such as the SAMIS, containing
numerous flow patterns and options, checkout is an exten-
sive effort In the checkout of the SAMIS program three
levels of problems were generated and run. The function
of the first level of problems was to establish the rationale
of the logic within each link. Next, with the links grouped
in a chain library, the second level of problems checked
the compatibility between links (in various sequences).
Finally, because the program was designed to manipulate
large blocks of data that could fill and exceed core, check-
out of program capacity dictated the third level of test
problems

It was recognized that one comprehensive test problem
could not be formulated that would check all options of
the SAMIS. Therefore, a support effort was planned and
subsequently integrated with overall program develop-
ment. This activity by JPL personnel was intended to aid
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VVDL in certain critical areas and orient JPL personnel on
details of the program functions and operations In addi-
tion to the checkout effort already described, this support
function involved the following participation by JPL tech-
nical representatives- weekly technical meetings with
\VDL personnel to discuss any matters relating to program
development, review of technical and programming docu-
ments as they were generated during development, and
participation in writeup of some of the key segments of
the SAMIS program. During this checkout phase, JPL
assigned from one to three engineeis and one programmer
as needed to perform the various functions In retrospect,
it is felt that this support effort not only effectively
oriented the JPL technical personnel in understanding the
SAMIS program operation but served also as a check and
balance to increase the reliability and to speed up the
checkout of the program '

Checkout of system manipulative links proceeded with
the normal types of errors causing difficulty Some pro-
gram features were very useful in checkout, particularly
the recovery feature Cross checking of different link-
outputs was advantageously used. For example, the out-
put from the links used to solve simultaneous equations
(CHOL, ITER) was compared to the matrix decomposi-
tion link (CHIN) by proper selection of the set of
equations. Vector orthogonality and matrix symmetry
checks, core dump and data tape analyses and other
standard techniques were used to check the logic and flow
of the program

The other phase of the program, the generation pack-
age, was the source of two fundamental problems that
impeded system checkout derivation of an adequate
triangular element representation and the rational distri-
bution of gridpoint forces over each triangle to obtain
accurate stress values The problems associated with the
triangular element representation have already been dis-
cussed briefly in this section. Although displacement
values can be determined very accurately (Ref 3), the

'Several activities resulted from JPL participation to complement
trie primary work on program development For example, JPL
documentation of the test problem input data and .solution sup-
plements the technical and usage reports prepared by WDL
During program checkout, additional small test problems were
submitted by JPL personnel to verify the operation and flou of
certain program options not tested by the comprehensive test
problems Tn having the opportunity to review the technical
aspects of the methods used in the SAMIS program, JPL personnel
have been able to initiate supporting development and research
projects and to better plan the direction that should be taken to
extend and improve the SAMIS program to meet future analysis
needs

determination of accurate stresses is a well-recognized
problem in finite element methods, and for many element
types no exact procedure is available. Methods for com-
puting stress resultants for the triangular element were
investigated at JPL, and the results of this work are
reported in Ref. 10 The method for computing stress
resultants in the SAMIS program are outlined in Ref. 1.

VI. The Engineering Function in Structural
Analyses with the SAMIS Program

As is true in any computer program, a certain amount
of basic data must be supplied to the system to initiate
the generation and solution routines Understandably,
since the elements used in shell-structure idealizations
are more complicated than, say, the beam elements used
in frame-structure analyses, the amount of input data for
the SAMIS program exceeds that of corresponding frame
analysis programs. In fact, the beam, bar, and torque-tube
elements, which are types of elements needed in the analy-
sis of frame structures, are a part of the element library in
the SAMIS program, and so constitute a fractional part of
the total input specification

In general, the procedures involved in establishing input
for frame-type structures are well known, so emphasis will
be placed here on the problems of input preparation for
shell-type structures. In setting up a shell-type problem
for the computer, one of the first tasks of the analyst is to
establish a triangular array that adequately represents the
characteristics of the structure. This must be done within
the constraints on matrix size and, consequently, may
involve the use of: structural planes of symmetry, local
refinements in triangular grid sizes, modal convergence
techniques, mathematical partitioning, and other methods
to avoid bulky manipulative operations. Once the tri-
angular grid is established, the next step is to number the
gndpoints. This step is extremely important, since the
matrix row-bandwidths are established by the nature of
the numbering sequence In general the optimal arrange-
ment is that in which adjacent gridpomts have numbers
that are close in value. Procedures for testing the'quality
of particular gridpoint numbering arrangements are given
in Ref 1. These procedures have been defined thoroughly
in order that this calculation can be performed by
engineering-aide personnel. After the triangular grid and
gridpoint numbering sequence have been defined, the
element input data can be prepared, also by engineering-
aide personnel

The tasks remaining for the engineer are to select the
appropriate set of pseudo instructions and to write the
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variable transformation matrices (in tabular form). The
variable transformation matrices that were used to solve
the program test problems arc given in Ref 3 For most
problems, this work can be completed in two or three days
by an engineer and engineering-aide familiar with the
data formats.

The SAMIS program has been developed purposely to
possess the generality needed to incorporate many diverse
structural conditions, however, with this advantage comes
the disadvantage of a more complex input data format.
That is, versatility in computer applications implies use of
additional input specifications to accommodate the various
program options. Consequently, the analyst may be
required to supply more input data using the SAMIS
program than what he may consider a minimal amount.
A good example of this is that a minimal input of elastic
constants might be Young's Modulus and Poisson's Ratio
when the material is isotropic However, the stress-strain
law used in the SAMIS program is general enough to
represent a monotropic material (13 elastic constant) so
that the 13 constants must be computed for a monotropic
material as well as for simpler material representations
However, for any given material this calculation need be
performed only once and retained in a material table for
use in all subsequent problems. Clearly, the analyst also
has the option of developing supplemental computer pro-
grams to optimize the generation of input data for the
SAMIS program

Finally, it is well to mention that the work involved in
preparing input data for a computer program such as
the SAMIS should be weighed against any alternatives of
finding solutions with the same accuracy by other methods
For structural problems involving laminated or stiffened
structures, cutouts, concentrated or asymmetric loads,
local support conditions, and other non-obliging condi-
tions for closed-form or numerical integration solutions,
the SAMIS program (or any comparable program) is the
only means of obtaining approximate answers Therefore,
one additional task of the analyst is to decide if the prob-
lem to be solved is appropriate for the SAMIS program
or should be solved using other methods, other compu-
tational tools, or a combination of techniques.

Convergence on minimal analyst effort is the goal of
most program developers, and it is anticipated that, as the
SAMIS program is updated by conditions found through
usage, changes will be made that will refine and condense
the input-output format However, within the framework
of a given computer system, input-output format can be
condensed only so far, since a certain amount of data

must imanably be supplied to the computer, which is a
computational tool and not as a knowledgeable entity.

VII. SAMIS Links under Development

The description given of the SAMIS program links in
Sections 1 through VI is of a version of the program that
is currently available as a production system. Develop-
ment of additional link functions which will extend the
applicability of the program in structural analyses is being
continued by WDL and JPL technical personnel. Below is
a list and brief description of the link functions \\lncli
are under development and should reach production
status in the near future

A. Second-Order Differential Equation Links (LOCI, DEOS)

Consider a second-order matrix differential equation of
the form:

[A] {X} + [B] {X} + [C] {X} = {P}

The segments LOCI and DEQS operate with this form of
equation in two distinct ways The function of the link
LOCI is to determine the change in value of the roots
of the homogeneous equation ({P} = {0}) under some
parameter variation Any parameter in any two of the
three matrices [A], [B], or [C] can be varied arbitrarily.
The information found by the LOCI link can be inter-
preted as the transfer function of the system described by
the second-order equation

The function of the DEQS link is to solve digitally the
second-order equation when the forcing function is
nonzero Several functional forms can be selected for the
forcing function, including the step, ramp, or sinusoidal
types. In addition, an arbitrary forcing function can be
input by representing the time history of the force by
a sequence of impulses (Fig. 24) The forcing function can

Fig. 24. Discretization of nonharmonic force
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be an actual force, a specification of defined displace-
ments, or accelerations acting on the system. Both the
LOCI and DEQS links are limited to matrices of 40th
order or less The Muller method is used to isolate the
roots in the LOCI link and the Runge-Kutta method is
used to perform the integration in the DEQS link

Increasing analysis capability beyond the 40-degree-of-
freedom limit for forced-response prediction is under
development, but will not be completed in the next
year. This extension incorporates the method of compo-
nent mode synthesis to analyze complex structures
(Ref. 11 and 12).

B. Extended Choleski Decomposition Link
(CHOL, Modified)

The same basic matrix manipulations performed by the
current CHOL will be performed also by extended CHOL.
The difference in capability between the two is that the
extended version will solve simultaneous equations whose
diagonal and upper off-diagonal coefficient matrix can
exceed core size. Thus, using extended CHOL, a set of
simultaneous equations of any order can be solved, the
only limitation being that the row-halfband width must
be less than 200 elements. For structural applications this
limitation is not severe.

The basic difference between the two links is that, while
both versions require two passes through the coefficient
matrix to form the triangular decomposition, the current
CHOL link requires that this decomposition fit in core
while the extended CHOL link stores the triangular
decomposition on tape The extended CHOL link must
then pass piecewise through the decomposition twice for
each solution to the set of simultaneous equations, once
to perform a forward substitution for an intermediate
solution and once for a back substitution to obtain the
final solution.

C. Buckling Load Prediction Links (BILD, SMAD)

These special links support the capability to predict the
small-deflection buckling loads. The BILD link is modi-
fied to develop stiffness matrices which are a function of
internal loads. In general, the equation to define buckling
loads is given by

,6

where

[K] is the stiffness matrix of the stress-free structure

{<•/} is the vector of gridpomt displacements

A is the unknown scalar multiplier. It defines the
factor by which the prestress-state stresses must
be multiplied to induce small deflection buckling

a, are the generalized stresses for each element

[K1] are the stiffness matrix corrections accounting for
first order large deflection effects.

The SMAD link provides the capability to easily form
the matrix scalar multiplications and summation indicated
in forming the incremental stiffness matrix in the equation
above. The a, scalars may be introduced directly or ob-
tained by multiplying a set of displacements by the stress
matrices. These displacements can also be found by solv-
ing for a particular loading Then the scalar A represents
the factor by which the loads must be multiplied for buck-
ling to occur. The SMAD link provides a serial and wave-
front capability like that of the ADDS link.

D. Root Extractor Link (POWR)

This link uses the power method to determine the fun-
damental root and associated vector of a square, sym-
metric matrix. The matrix is limited to in-core sizes, in the
sense that only the diagonal and upper off-diagonal ele-
ments in variable bandwidth must fit in core. This link is
intended to provide the capability to obtain roots and
vectors for systems of approximately 500th order when
the matrix is symmetric and sparse

E. Input Data Error Diagnostic Link (CHEX)

An error diagnostic link to detect errors in input data
is under development to aid in minimizing the computer
running time per problem. Currently, submittal of data to
the computer for a problem-solving run can be a costly
operation if the input data contains errors For some types
of errors, particularly in the pseudo instruction program,
only one error per run will be detected and diagnostic
printout given. To alleviate this problem, a data checking
link, CHEX, is being developed. This link is designed to
operate on the IBM 7094 as a chain routine that can be
called in the same manner as other links. In addition
CHEX is coded to be operational as a separate diagnostic
package on the IBM 1620 computer with disk filing. This
provision allows the checkout of input data decks at
reduced cost on the IBM 1620 prior to running the prob-
lem on the IBM 7094 to obtain a solution. The CHEX link-
is a two-segment program that can detect most major
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errors in an input data deck CHEX \\ill have an appro-
priate library of comment statements that indicate the
nature of each error detected

F. Conical Element Generation Routines (CONE)

For structural analysis of shells of revolution and cir-
cular plates, the recently developed truncated-cone finite
element can be used to advantage The conditions on
loading states for this element are that the distribution
be representable by a Fourier series about a circumfer-
ence. The series may be either symmetric, asymmetric, or
a combination of each with respect to the rotational axis
of the shell For each harmonic of the series, separate stiff-

ness, stress, and loading matrices are generated. This ele-
ment when operational in BILD, will be the third basic
element-type in the program library.

Theoretical basis for the element is presented in Refs. 13,
14, and 15 Numerical results from idealizations of several
shell-type structures with the conical element are also pre-
sented in these references.

Future modifications will change the conical shell ele-
ment equation generation routine to provide a number of
arbitrarily-spaced joints on the cone periphery in order
that line and facet elements may be joined to it.
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